In this paper we report a refined determination of the orbital parameters and the detection of the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect of the recently discovered transiting exoplanet HAT-P-2b. The large orbital eccentricity and short orbital period of this exoplanet are unexpected and distinguish it from other known transiting exoplanets. We performed high precision radial velocity spectroscopic observations of HD147506 (HAT-P-2) with the new SOPHIE spectrograph, mounted on the 1.93 m telescope at OHP. We obtained 63 new measurements, including 35 on May 14 th and 20 on June 11 th , at nights that the planet was transiting its star. The RV anomaly observed illustrates that HAT-P-2b orbital motion is set in the same direction as its parent star spin. The sky-projected angle between the normal of the orbital plane and the stellar spin axis, λ = 0.0 ± 9.2
Introduction
Eighteen of the 240 known extrasolar planets were observed to transit their parent stars 1 . This small subgroup of planets have the highest impact on our overall understanding of close-in giant planets, because we can estimate their mass and radius, and for some of them directly study their atmosphere. These transiting hot Jupiters have masses from 0.07 to about 8 M Jup and radii from 0.3 to about 1.4 R Jup . This set of planets was recently extended to hot Neptune objects by the discovery of the transit of GJ436b (Gillon et al. 2007 ) and to super-massive planets by the detection of HAT-P-2b by Bakos et al. (2007) , hereafter, B07. The discovery paper of the latter derived the key orbital and physical parameters of this exceptional object, which differs by its mass (9.04 M Jup ) with such an orbital period (5.63 days) and eccentricity (0.52) from the other transiting planets. Its radius confers also to it an unexpected mean density (11.9 g cm −3 ), and surface gravity (227 m s −2 ). These properties suggest that HAT-P-2b might be an intermediate object between giant planets and low-mass stars.
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We report here new radial-velocity measurements of HD147506 (HAT-P-2) obtained in order to provide additional information and constraints of this unusual planetary system. This will be done by 1) refining the orbital parameters, 2) determining the mass and radius of the companion and 3) measuring and modeling the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect (RV anomaly due to the partial eclipse of the rotating stellar surface).
Observations
The parent star of HAT-P-2b, HD147506, was observed in May and June 2007 with the new spectrograph SOPHIE (Bouchy & The Sophie Team 2006) mounted on the 1.93-m telescope of Haute Provence Observatory. Observations were conducted in the high-efficiency mode (R∼ 39,000). The Thorium-Argon lamp was used to calibrate the wavelength scale. The simultaneous ThAr calibration mode was not used, as the drift of the instrument is typically lower than 1 m s −1 per hour. Eight out-of-transit spectra were obtained on six nights between the 6 and the 15th of May, and a sequence of 6 hours, comprised of 35 spectra was secured during and after the transit on the 14th of May (JD=2454235). Unfortunately, we could not observe the ingress phase of the transit which occurred just before twilight. Another sequence was obtained during transit on the 11th of June (JD=2454263) in order to get a full coverage of the transit. The typical exposure time was 10 minutes, long enough to reach a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and short enough to adequately sample the observed transit. Average SNR per pixel, at λ =5500 Å, was about 70 during the first observed transit and about 90 during the second one.
Radial velocities (RV) were determined using a weighted cross-correlation method, following the procedure of Baranne et al. (1996) and Pepe et al. (2005) , with a numerical mask constructed from the solar spectrum atlas corresponding to a G2 dwarf star. We estimated the measurement uncertainties based on the photon-noise empirical relation detailed by Bouchy et al. (2005) and Cameron et al. (2007) . For the spectra obtained during the night of the first and the second transit the typical photon-noise uncertainty is 14 and 10 m s −1 respectively, whereas for the other 8 spectra this uncertainty ranges from 6 to 18 m s −1 . The journal of SOPHIE observations, including BJDs, RVs, photon-noise uncertainties and SNR per pixel is given in Table 1 (Online material). The phase-folded RVs are plotted in Fig. 1. 
Stellar properties
As described in B07, the spectroscopic determination of HD147056 radius is very sensitive to the method used, as well as to the log g determination, which may be affected by the uncertainty of the spectrum continuum and the large projected rotational velocity, v sin I s of the star. Our combined SOPHIE spectrum did not provide better spectroscopic determination of the stellar parameters.
From the FWHM of the averaged cross-correlation functions (CCF) of SOPHIE spectra, which were calibrated to yield stellar v sin I s values (Santos et al. 2002) , we determined the v sin I s of H147056 to be equal to 21.3±1.3 km s −1 , somewhat larger than the velocity derived by B07 (19.8±1.6 km s −1 ). The metallicity index [Fe/H]=0.11±0.10 we obtained, using the method described in Santos et al. (2002) is in full agreement with B07. The activity index of log R ′ HK =-4.75±0.02 was derived from the H and K CaII lines and appears to be close to the value determined by B07 (log R ′ HK =-4.72±0.05). As estimated in Santos et al. (2000) our activity index for a F8 dwarf star implies a stellar jitter from a few m s −1 to about 20 m s −1 , which is confirmed by the calibration made by Wright (2005) . Analysis of the line-bisector computed for all out-of-transit spectra does not show significant variations nor correlation with the RVs.
Determination of the planetary system parameters

Analysis of the RV data
We used all available high precision data to model the orbit and the RM effect simultaneously. This data includes 10 Lick spectra and 13 Keck spectra obtained by B07, and 63 SOPHIE spectra obtained here. Our model is comprised of 15 parameters: The period, P, periastron passage time, T 0 , orbital eccentricity, e, angle between ascending node and periastron, ω, RV semi-amplitude, K, RV zero point, V 0 (these six are the classical orbital parameters), planetary to stellar radii ratio, R p /R s , orbital semi-major axis to stellar radius ratio, a/R s , angle between sky projection of the orbital angular momentum axis and stellar spin axis, λ, line of sight stellar rotational velocity, v sin I s , orbital inclination angle, i and the stellar linear limb darkening coefficient, ǫ. We have also determined a velocity shift between Keck and Lick velocity zero points, ∆v KL , and SOPHIE and Keck zero points, ∆v S K . We also estimated a velocity shift, ∆v S 2 , between the SOPHIE measurements taken on the second transit night (June 11th) and the rest of the SOPHIE measurements, taken about a month earlier. The period was fixed on the value given by B07 (P = 5.63341 days), derived from extensive photometric observations, and a linear limb-darkening coefficient ǫ=0.71 was used, considering the stellar T e f f = 6250 K (Claret 2004) . Hence, our model has 13 free parameters, where 8 are non-linear (T 0 , e, ω, R p /R s , a/R s , λ, v sin I s and i) and 5 linear (K, V 0 , ∆v KL , ∆v S K and ∆v S 2 ).
We used a Keplerian model for the orbit and the analytic approach described by Ohta et al. (2005) to model the RM effect. Equations given by Ohta et al. (2005) for the RM RV anomaly were modified to have them dependent on R p /R s and a/R s , instead of R p , R s and a.
We searched the parameter space for the global minimum χ 2 position. The linear parameters were calculated at each position using the non-linear parameters and the data by the linear least squares method. Our χ 2 function was modified to account for external information, namely the stellar rotational velocity, derived here from the spectra, the radii ratio and transit duration, from B07:
where RV o,i and RV c,i are the i-th observed and calculated RVs and RV err,i is its error. T dur is the transit duration.
In the fit procedure, we adopted the B07 stellar jitter of 60 m s −1 for the Lick and Keck measurements. For the SOPHIE measurements we adopted a jitter of 17 m s −1 , bringing the outof-transit SOPHIE measurements to have a reduced χ 2 = 1. This value is in a good agreement with the value estimated from our revised activity index and should be compared to the jitter of 60 m s −1 mentioned in B07 considering the span covered by Lick and Keck observations was 240 nights. Over such a long span, one cannot exclude variations in the stellar activity level.
Results of the fitted orbital solution and
Rossiter-McLaughlin effect Table 2 lists the result for the fitted parameters of our model. As v sin I s , R p /R s and a/R s are constrained by external information, results for these parameters can not be considered as coming from the RV measurements alone (a/R s is constrained by the transit duration). The refined orbital solution is plotted in the upper panel of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 presents the RM RV anomaly model after subtraction of the Keplerian orbit. The RMS of the out-of-transit residuals of SOPHIE measurements, spanning 36 days, is equal to 19 m s −1 , whereas RMS of all out-of-transit measurements, spanning 282 days, is 60 m s −1 . We searched for a second planetary signal in the RV residuals in order to look for hints of a third body in the system. No clear periodic signal appears in the RV residuals. We estimated that we can exclude the presence of a second planet of mass greater than 1.3, 1.5 and 1.8M Jup for an orbital period shorter than 50, 100, and 200 days respectively. However, the increased RMS for all out-of-transit residuals suggests that a long-term RV follow-up of this star is needed.
As an important result, the sign of the RV anomaly shows that the orbital motion is set in the same direction as the stellar spin, similar to the four previous observed RM effects on transiting exoplanets (Queloz et al. (2000) ; Winn et al. (2005) for HD209458, Winn et al. (2006) for HD189733, Wolf (2007) for HD149026 and Narita et al. (2007) for TrES-1). The inclination angle i we derived is in full agreement with the value determined by B07. The projected rotation velocity of the star v sin I s determined from the Rossiter-McLaughlin fit is 24.0±1.0 km s −1 . This value is greater than our spectroscopic determination from SOPHIE CCFs, and 4-σ greater than the determination of B07. However Winn et al. (2005) showed that v sin I s measured using the analytical formulae from Ohta et al. (2005) is biased towards larger velocities by approximately 10%. Moreover, as the planet crosses the star at the equatorial plane, assuming a differential rotational velocity of the star, the fitted v sin I s corresponds to the maximum value. Küker & Rüdiger (2005) show that differential rotational rate can be as high as about 10% for a F8-type star. The projected angle between the stellar spin axis and the normal of the orbital plane, λ = 0.0 ± 9.2
• , is consistent with complete alignment of the stellar spin and orbital angular momentum.
Assuming the B07 stellar mass and period, of 1.298
−0.098 M ⊙ and 5.63341 days, and using the fitted ratios R p /R s and a/R s , we also provide a new determination of the system parameters. Those include: orbital semi-major axis, a, stellar radius, R s , and the planetary radius, R p , mass, M p , density ρ p and surface gravity g p . We are aware that the observed spectroscopic RV signal of the transit is noisy. However the effect is large enough that we can still estimate the parameters of this system, albeit with quite large uncertainties. We also computed the line-bisector behavior following the procedure described in Santos et al. (2002) . As shown in Fig. 3 a specific signature of the line-bisectors can be found during the transit and is anti-correlated to the RVs due to the fact that the crossing planet mainly affects the bottom of the spectral lines. Table 2 . Refined parameters of the Keplerian orbital solution and the parameters of the HAT-P-2 system, compared to those determined in (Bakos et al. 2007, B07) . T 0 refers to the periastron time. The fitted parameters are presented at the top of the 
Discussion and Conclusion
As indicated also by B07, the refined value of HAT-P-2b radius (0.95 R Jup ) puts this object in the mass-radius diagram (see Fig. 4 ) as an intermediate case between Hot-Jupiters and lowmass stars. Its mean density of 13.0 g cm −3 is in between the Hot-Jupiter density (0.34 -1.34 g cm −3 ) and the density of the smallest transiting M dwarf OGLE-TR-122 and OGLE-TR-123 (Pont et al. , 2006 , which are 75 and 51 g cm −3 , respectively. Super-massive planets like HAT-P-2b may constitute a new class of stellar companions, in between Hot-Jupiters and low-mass stars and near the Brown dwarf population. HAT-P-2b is the first super-massive object around a F8 star for which the exact mass has been determined. Such a massive close-in planet is not in agreement with the type II migration mechanism, which appears to be more efficient for planets around low-mass stars (Ida & Lin 2005) . This could suggest a different formation process of this object such as mechanisms involving fragmentation.
A system with an elliptic orbit is expected to move towards pseudo-synchronization, with the stellar angular rotation velocity tuned to near the angular velocity of the companion at periastron passage (Zahn 1977) . Given the Keplerian orbital parameters, we computed the angular planetary speed at the periastron position and found that a stellar radius of 1.41 R ⊙ implies a pseudo-synchronization rotational velocity v sin I s of 40 km s −1 (Hut 1981, equation 43) . Peale (1999) indicated that the alignment and the synchronization timescales are of the same order of magnitude. Therefore, the lack of pseudo-synchronization indicates that the system was formed with the stellar spin aligned to the orbital angular momentum.
